The Value of Commercial Excellence: Through an Economic Downturn and Beyond

Agnostic CPQ and
Touchless Buying
Learn the difference between “truly agnostic” CPQ and
pretenders, and how it impacts your selling processes.
By Ben Blaney
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Introduction

The Value of Commercial Excellence: Through an Economic Downturn and Beyond

Touchless buying is all the rage now. It was a term increasing in usage progressively
over the last few years, and the pandemic turbocharged that. It’s now everywhere! It
makes sense; the world is changing and businesses must evolve to the preferences of
their customers.
There is also a general discussion that trends in B2C commerce will shortly be seen
in B2B. That’s worth digging in to. While it’s clear that some elements of the B2C
experience will appear in B2B, it’s worth considering some of the differences. The most
obvious is that B2C involves non-negotiated prices; whereas that is seldom the case
in B2B….in which case, the B2B organization wanting to move to touchless selling will
need solve for how pricing will be established.
Then of course, sellers will need to think through the technology requirements that will
power these new selling capabilities.
All these will be discussed here.
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Selling Mechanisms
The new business reality is that companies need to sell in many different ways to
different buying constituents. While in some small ways there will be differences in /
what/ is sold (largely down to geography and channel considerations), they will mainly
be selling the same goods and services. There are some key business capabilities,
therefore, that will be essential to serve customers the way they want to be served.
First, we need to understand the possible ways in which organizations will sell in the
near future (if they’re not already).
• Direct selling – There are two elements to this, which we will discuss later.
• Channel selling – Partner access
• Public selling – Full featured public access
What can be observed in the marketplace is that there is fluidity between these groups.
This was not always the case. A decade ago, a “sold-to” could have been tagged so
it was connected to the customer master data, and the attribute would not have
changed. Recently, though, things have become different.
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SELLING MECHANISMS

The customers of the distributor have approached the manufacturer looking for a direct
relationship. Direct customers have migrated to buying from distributors and resellers
for more localized experiences. Distributors themselves have sought to heighten their
differentiation in the value chain by seeking out new lines of business – sometimes
leveraging technical know-how with OEMs.
All of this creates a quandary for the manufacturer. The goal is to be easy to do
business with. However, every business is looking for margin expansion, which means
that the forces of the marketplace – buying and selling – may mean introducing the
disruptive risk of self-cannibalization. In essence, if the manufacturer raises the price
to the direct customer, it increases the possibility that the end customer will buy from a
distributor.
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SELLING MECHANISMS

Understanding the Selling Mechanisms
Let’s dig in a little more on these selling mechanisms. Let’s think about their purposes
and characteristics.

1. Direct Selling
This is the classic selling motion, still very much in vogue today. These folks have
relationships with buyers, they respond to inbound enquiries, they create target
accounts and they go out and hunt for business, and often continue the relationship
to farm the business. They spend time organizing information in a CRM system. When
the sales cycle requires a quotation activity, they will want to complete that in an
environment not just closely linked, but absolutely integrated to the CRM. The sum of
the quoted line items, expressed in monetary values, forms a critical part of the sales
pipeline information that the company uses as in their forecasting activities.
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SELLING MECHANISMS

However, there’s an entire constituent inside the organization who support direct
selling activities who may not have CRM access. These may include product managers,
category managers, and financial personnel who need visibility on the commercials
of a quote. It may include operations leaders who need to see the volume of goods
being quoted so they can plan raw material cost acquisition and manufacturing line
optimization for the coming business.
These folks need access to the information…but they don’t need to use the rest of the
CRM. As CRM is charged on a per-user-per-month basis – this quickly becomes either
an expensive overhead, or processes are designed around system access.

2. Channel Selling
More and more often, channel partners want and need access to information. This
might be product information – which impellers are compatible with which pump
housings. It might be cross-product recommendations – which accessories are
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SELLING MECHANISMS

commonly purchased with which principal items. It might be inventory or lead-time
information. It might be pricing (and, let’s be clear, it should be specific, personalized
pricing – for that channel partner buying those items in those quantities). Finally, they’ll
want to be able to place an order.

3. Public Selling
Direct-to-consumer (DTC) has taken off in a big way in the pandemic world, and it
seems those buying preferences are here to stay. Previously, DTC was the realm of
small, disruptive players in a stodgy old space. Now it seems that most companies
have a thought to achieving this. These questions come with key questions about the
technology underpinnings of how to get it done, and also the commercial questions of
how to avoid the channel conflict mentioned above.
Now, let’s look at the technology that creates these capabilities and what to look for in
a truly agnostic CPQ solution.
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Truly Agnostic CPQ

What are the capabilities you should expect in a best-in-class, truly agnostic CPQ
solution? First, we need to recognize that some offerings may claim to be agnostic, yet
there’s room for doubt.
In the first post in this series, we looked at the selling mechanisms companies will be
using in the future. Now, let’s look at what constitutes a truly agnostic CPQ solution to
best serve those mechanisms.
Many providers claim they offer multiple integrations and can play in the “agnostic”
arena. They will say they play nicely with Salesforce or Microsoft Dynamics; this may be
somewhat true, but they will commonly lean toward one or the other. Why?
I’d hate to ascribe ulterior motives to anyone, but could it be because they’re hoping to
get acquired by Microsoft or Salesforce?
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CPQ as a Center of Connections
An agnostic CPQ deserving of the label will effectively and impartially serve as the
center of multiple connections. First Connection: CRM
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First Connection: CRM
A truly agnostic CPQ – like this one – will be agnostic about the CRMs it works with.
More than that, a single instance of this CPQ can be accessed through Salesforce for
one region or division, and accessed through Microsoft Dynamics for another region or
division. By doing this, it’s integrating the sales user experience with the environment
in which they spend all their time. As I’ve pointed out above, however, most other
“agnostic” CPQ providers are really associated with one CRM platform or another.

Second Connection: Portal Mode/Direct Connect
In this connection, rather than going through a CRM, the same single instance
of the agnostic CPQ solution can be accessed with a direct link, with a username
and password or, even better, SSO authentication. Many of the CPQ providers I’ve
mentioned literally can’t do that because they’re so entrenched with one of the primary
CRM platforms. But that’s a bad setup for the customer: If you’re accessing via CRM,
you’re paying subscriptions for people who only use CPQ and don’t have any need for
broader CRM capabilities.
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Additionally, this access mode is helpful for mobile users, who can get a full-screen
experience. Another benefit? It cuts down user subscription costs and enables mobile
approval outside of a CRM frame.

Third Connection: Partner Portal
Channel is a very big thing this year. At Vendavo, we’ve learned a great deal about
different selling motions, and they vary by industry – sometimes we see manufacturers
subverting their channel partners to see the improved margins that they perceive from
direct-to-consumer sales. Yet other manufacturers are actively embracing channel
selling during and coming out of the pandemic, because they understand that local
positioning of inventory, plus the force-multiplier effect of a channel partner’s sales
organizations, are huge differentiators.
Big manufacturers have channel portals for product information, material safety data
sheets, and whatever else. An agnostic CPQ solution lets these organizations enable
access for their selling tool to configure products, get inventory information, pricing
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TRULY AGNOSTIC CPQ

information, and even place an order.
What’s different in their sales experience? They can now customize pricing and types
of products by user. Your CPQ powers their portal, but your proprietary or internal data
(your margins, for instance) are still secure from your partners’ eyes, thanks to access
control features.

Fourth Connection: eCommerce
In this case, you’ve got a public storefront site that allows your users to browse a
catalog, change the product options, see a 3D rendering, et cetera? At the end of this
engagement, it gives them a price.
A best-in-class agnostic CPQ will allow you to decide what price to display, or whether
you want to sell it right there on the site; the solution will allow integration of a payment
processor. The front-end experience will be totally configurable, and completely
powered by the CPQ provider, and the right provider should offer other products to
complement this.
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Importantly, the experience you’re delivering should be completely on-brand, and
indistinguishable from any of your other digital experiences. A truly agnostic CPQ will be
able to completely skin the sales experience in your brand’s look-and-feel.
One note on this? That best-of-breed CPQ you want will accomplish this seamlessly via
APIs, without the development delays and costs involved when other providers attempt it.
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A Solid Price Management Foundation
I’ll let you into a secret. The word “omnichannel” is bandied around a very great deal,
but often by those who couldn’t even give a solid explanation of what it actually is. Even
though they claim to offer agnostic CPQ solutions. So: Caveat emptor.
In a nutshell, omnichannel is the idea that a buyer may be served in one of multiple
channels. They may buy the exact same item from the manufacturer or from a
distributor. They may conduct this business by phone, by email, by fax (yes, that still
happens in 2021), on a website, or with an app on a mobile device.
The simplest scenario should be easy. But we still see people messing it up. The
manufacturer sells goods for $100. It should be pretty trivial to make sure that the same
customer price is on the website as would be quoted by an outside salesperson, as
would be quoted by a call center operative.
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A SOLID PRICE MANAGEMENT FOUNDATION

It should be pretty trivial, but it’s not. Some CPQ systems are only available in the
context of a CRM, and if the call center people exclusively use some other order entry
system, it quickly goes wrong. What if there’s a different system that powers the
corporate website? Another failure point. Where KYCP is Valuable
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Where KYCP is Valuable
Now let’s think about what happens when certain customers are served by a distributor.
The manufacturer still wants the customer to pay $100. Now some game theory comes
into the equation. Should the manufacturer dictate the sell-in price to the distributor
(the question mark, in the illustration), or should the manufacturer be led by the
distributor?
This is where a “KYCP” (Know Your Channel Partner) program is incredibly valuable.
What if the $100 that a Manufacturer wants the Buyer to pay is a negotiated price…what
incents the Distributor to adhere to that? From our Distributor’s point of view, if they
went down to $95, they might secure the Buyer’s business…and the Buyer would never
buy direct from the Manufacturer. That’s classic channel conflict.
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One more level of abstraction, then. What if the Distributor expands their addressable
market by selling on Amazon? There’s nothing in the partner agreement stopping them,
let’s assume. Depending on the commercial arrangements the Distributor has with Amazon,
they may entirely lose control of what price Amazon has on their website. And now the
Buyer has more places to potentially buy from, and channel conflict potential increases.
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Put “Agnostic CPQ” Providers to the Test
My point here is that you, dear readers, should challenge the other vendors in this space
who claim to deliver agnostic CPQ – the ones who pepper every statement with buzzwords
like “AI” and “omnichannel”. You know who they are, so challenge them to describe how they
would solve this situation.
The truth is that underneath the buzzwords, what’s required is a solid foundation of price
management.
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Get in Touch
Vendavo provides leading-edge pricing and sales solutions with embedded AI to empower
global manufacturers and distributors to digitally transform their commercial operations
in order to unlock value, grow margins and accelerate revenue. These Commercial
Excellence solutions, combined with its award-winning value consulting services, enable
Vendavo to deliver outcomes that are not only predictable, but unrivaled. That enables the
most demanding B2B organizations to develop dynamic customer insights and optimal
pricing strategies that maximize margin, boost sales effectiveness and improve customer
experience.
Vendavo has offices in Denver, Dallas, Dusseldorf, Prague and Stockholm. For more
information, please visit Vendavo.com
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